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- Hitler's 'Hunches': What of Germany-to France. With all her care her thrift, her sacrifices, her costly alii: ances, her tragic and tremendous fortifica· 
::.. 
* * -
Next? 
* * 
...: tions, Franc;e is no more secure today that 
she was twenty years ago. She possesses 
gold reserves comparable to America's, an 
economic independence Germany can never 
attain, a political insurance system weak· 
ened by the defection of Poland but re-
fortified by the inclusion of Russia. But in 
man-power Germany is relatively stronger 
than before. Under the dictatorship, her 
productivity is more efficiently organized 
than under the Kaiser. And the " dyna· 
-
By Anne O'Hare M'Cormick 
B..-lin. 
Today the political structure of Europe 
is more than ever dependent on the foreign 
policy of Nazi Germany. Whatever fol-
lows the· tense and anxious series of nego' 
tiations now in progress, from the begin-
!ling they have signified just one thing : 
Europe ll.as outlived and outgrown the 
elaborate compartments marked off by the 
architects of Versailles~ Months before 
Herr Hitler burst his bombshell, destroy-
ing what remained of the camouflage, it 
was evident to all observers that the time 
is over when even the semblance' of the 
framework of 1918 can be maintained. 
The sharpest point inthe whole bundle 
of assorted facts, all sharply pointed, is 
that Europe with all her armaments is too 
weak and Germany in a state of quasi-
armament is too ·strong to make possible 
a further perpetuation .of conditions based 
either on victory or defeat. Like it or not, 
the period of .revision. has begun ; by force 
or otherwise; the process will go on. 
This was clearly revealed in the limit-
ed agreements at Stresa and in the debate 
on the resolution of the three powers pas-
sed on to the League Council. Opening 
the conference at Isola Bella, Premier 
Mussolini referred to the "absent power " 
on which alf decisions rested. Several 
times he reminded the representatives of 
Britain and France that at the other end 
of Lake Maggiore the engagements taken 
in 1925 seemed at the time to render un-
thinkable the fears bringing the three 
powers together in 1935. The unthinkable 
fears are now actualized and Germany was 
as present at Stresa as at Locarno. In-
deed, the sh<)dow of Germ,an strength 
loomi!lg at Stresa -appeared greater than 
the reality, and Hitler's reflection in Lakes 
Maggiore and Leman more formidable 
than when viewed at closer range. · 
Here it is, however- the shadow dark-
ening Europe- partly Hitler, partly bluff, 
but mostly the collapse of illusions. From 
Rome in January to Stresa and back to 
Rome in May.,-all conferences have been 
clouded by that shadow.. Questions left 
suspended in one capital after another 
boil down in the end to two questions: 
What is Europe going to do about the 
Third Reich? · 
What ts the Third Reich going to do 
about Europe? 
* * * 
I What it all means is that after four 
years, of blood arid thunder, followed by 
almost sixteen years of abnormal tension, 
the central problem of Europe is. back 
where it was in 1914. That is not to say 
that pre-war Europe remains or that this 
is the same Germany. To the East new 
factors have completely changed the ba- · mism" of the Third Reich is no mere 
lance. Germany no longer occupies the phrase of the interminable Dr. Goebbels, 
position she once held as cultural leader who has long since worn out even Ger-
and technical adviser to a group of back- man audiences. As an explosive force it 
ward Slav peoples. From the Baltic States is more dangerous than dynamite. 
to the Balkans the nations on the Eastern * * * 
front are today violently nationalistic and Thus, though the component. parts are 
intensely conscious of their own culture. subdivided and regrouped, the pattern of 
Where Germans once planted a civiliza- Europe continues to be shaped by the jux-
tion and were welcomed as a superior taposition of France and Germany-the 
r ace, as in Bohemia and in the Baltic immovable body and the irresistible force. 
ports, the struggle now is to uproot their And the picture begins to look very much 
influence. The r6le of the "super people" as it did when .all the trouble started. 
is played out in the world and can never That is why contemporary statesmen seem 
be revived on the old terms. to work in a mood of fatalism, like .men 
What remains unchanged is the relation " doing their best," as they all say, against 
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the inevitable. Also why, in th is new 
chapter of th e old story, the scene is laid 
in German)'. Berlin is again the point of 
interrogation. 
Where is the T hird Reich going? What 
follows the recent proclamation of military 
strength and independence? No longer 
restrained by the hated terms of the 
"Diktat," what is tl1e "Weltpolitik" of a 
free Germany .? These are the questions 
agitating European governments, from 
Moscow to Rome. 
The general inquiry narrows down, you 
see, to the question of the plans and pur· 
poses of the Chancellor. The voice of 
Hit ler is now the voice of Germany. At 
no other time has his leadership been so 
unquestioned and in no other pol icy had 
he had such unanimous popular suppor t 
as in denouncing the military clauses of 
the treaty. 
* * * 
Now Herr Hitler is a man of impulses 
who has gone far on what an American 
would call "hunches," but what he accepts 
as direct inspirations from on high. He 
believes, and millions of his countrymen 
share his belief, that he is an instrument 
of providence destined to reconstruct and 
unify his country. There is no doubt that 
his is the final decision on all important 
issues. 
Nor can there be any doubt of the truth 
of the leader's boast-" I know the Ger-
man people. I fee l as they feel and they 
feel as I feel." To watch the popular de-
monstrations of delight following "the 
declaration of independence," as the pro-
clamation was called here, was to be con-
vinced that every German had been given 
the thing he most desired. 
Certainly no other move could have so 
strengthened the Fuehrer 's internal posi-
tion. And perhaps the jolt it gave even 
the best-prepared neighboring nations was 
not without salutary effect. All of them, 
particularly England, have been talking a 
good deal about" the bed-rock of reality"; 
here it was, hard and shattering. What 
disturbed other governments most was 
that the thi ng should be sprung as a sur-
prise, as if it were indeed a manoeuvre 
in a war. So it was to the Nazi govern-
ment, I think; next cl ay they had the 
t riumphant air of having "put something 
over" on the enemy. It did not seem to 
occur to anybody that it might not be 
such an advantage in the long run if the 
national policy came to be r egarded as a 
matter of sudden impulses, grand-stand 
plays, designed to startle, confuse and 
divide. 
* * * 
Here is the cardinal point in any con-
sideration of Nazi foreign policy. Its 
direction depends not only on the power 
of the leader to carry through his ideas 
as the moment seems oppor tune, but also 
on his "hunches" and presumably on his 
sources of information. In th is connec· 
tion it is worth nothing that Hitler's 
meetings with statesmen of other coun-
tries have been few. 
Sir John Simon was the first front-rank 
representative of a great power to visit 
Berlin since the National Socialists took 
over the government. Anthony Eden was 
here last year on his round of the Euro-
pean capita ls. In recent months various 
unoffici<d emissaries have traveled back 
and forth between Downing Street anr1 
the Wilhelmstrasse. Of the handful of 
such visitors most have been English, and 
whether because the Britishers stand out 
in the international isolation of the capital, 
or because of the English disposition to 
accept the fa it accompli, Germans in gen-
eral cherish a vague hope that England 
ultimately will sympathize with their case. 
Hitler's only other personal contact with 
a European leader was his meeting with 
Mussolini in Venice last June. The result 
of that meeting, unhappy as it was, bears 
on the point under discussion. No ver-
batism account of the historic tete-a-tete 
either with the Duce or with Sir John 
Simon has been or will be published. It 
is no secret, however, that Mussolini be· 
lieved he received a pledge from the Nazi 
leader that Nazi propaganda and agitation 
from the German ·side would cease in 
Austria. Yet agitation continued from 
"Austrian headquarters" in Munich until 
it culminated, hardly six weeks later, in 
the murder of Dollfuss in Vienna, a cata-
strophe which completed the rift between 
the two Fa~cist States, nearly precipitat· 
ed a war and led to the reconciliation of 
Italy and France. The world has wonder-
ed ever since whether Hitler gave the 
pledge demanded, or whether, having given 
it, he was unable to enforce its execution. 
The answer to that question, as to 
similm· speculations regarding the events 
of today, lies in the special character of 
the German dictatorship. The Hitler gov-
ernment, meaning Hitler himself, is firm· 
ly established, is now stronger than at any 
time since it assumed the reins, but the 
relation between the ruling party and the 
State as such is not stabilized as it is in 
Italy, where the party has long since be-
come the State. 
Thus there are really two governments 
in Germany. T he undercover struggle 
going on between the two, between the 
representatives of the party, men like 
Goering, Goebbels, Hess, Frick, Ley, Rust, 
Rosenberg, and the representatives of the 
old bureaucracy, von Neurath, Schacht, 
von l3lomberg, von Krosigk, Euebinach, 
produces a real conflict of opposing forces. 
Hitler is the bridge between. He is both 
party and State, all-powerful with the per-
manent officials because of his overwhelm-
ing popular backing, and with the party 
leaders because, as a detached German 
observes, he is the figure in front of a 
row of ciphers. The ciphers give him 
strength but he gives them value; of them-
selves they would be nothing. 
The Fuehrer himself, moreover, though 
he possesses far greater power than Mus-
solini when he chooses to exercise it, runs 
no such one-man government as exists in 
Italy. While in the one country you are 
irritated because the Duce seems to inter-
fere in everything, in the other you are 
annoyed because Hitler does not seem to 
interfere enough. Here the Dictator is 
almost deified by popular feeling, but he 
delegates vast powers to his subordinates, 
the "little dictators," and on questions 
that seem to him of lesser importance-
the church fight, for instance- he refuses 
to intervene except in extreme emergency. 
* * * 
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It is impossible to dissociate Nazi foreign 
policy either from the personality and ex. 
perience of the leader or from the at. 
mosphere of contradiction in which he 
operates. In a sense he speaks with two 
voices; the overtones that sound so loud 
abroad are often drowned out at home by 
the resonance of the undertones. 
Thus it is very significant that a great 
part of the German joy in the thought of 
the new army derives from the belief that 
it will strengthen the State against the 
party, just as the immense popularity of 
the Reichswehr is due to the fact that it 
is "non-political," which means now that 
it stands free of the party. The strongest 
popular tendency of the moment, manifest 
also in Hitler's own policies, is to curb 
the party and absprb it in the State. The 
Brown Shirt is fast becoming merely sym. 
bolic and will become more so as the 
party color shades into whatever color is 
adopted for the uniform of the universal-
service conscripts. 
There is conflict, too, between the Nazi 
view of the world and the outlook of the 
Foreign Office as such, still completely 
manned by the old personnel. It should 
be remembered that to the revolutionary 
and idealistic Nazi, National Socialism is 
a rel igion, both exclusive and inclusive. 
He feels toward the ideas of "race," 
primitive T eutonism and totalitarianism 
as the Communist feels toward the sacred 
concepts of Marx. 
There are many such, high in the gov. 
ernment as well as in the party ranks, 
and in international affairs they are what 
might, with reservations, be called isola-
tionists. They want Germany to "go it 
alone," with no commitments in the form 
of pacts, alliances or agreements with any 
power whatever. In their view no ad-
vantage accrues to Germany from being 
tied up in a system wherein every signa· 
tory will be obligated to every other. How 
they propose to negotiate the economic 
hurdle they do not explain; they argue 
simply that the Third Reich is bound to 
become the most powerful State in Europe 
and that its power will attract allies and 
satellites like a magnetic field. 
* * * This is the Germany which echoes 
Hitler, and means it, in declaring that 
within its borders it desires nothing but 
Germans. Quite as sincerely, of course, 
it desires all Germans incorporated within 
the borders. The strong, _predominant 
State it envisages is "the Greater Cer· 
many" of which the map appears in many 
public places, from private office to univer· 
sity hall. And this is the Germany which 
terrifies the neighbors, which causes nerv· 
ous spasms in France, Holland, Czecho· 
slovakia. Austria, even Switzerland, and 
fills Russia with alarms based on the me· 
mory of the frontiers drawn by the Treaty 
of Brest-Litovsk. 
Perhaps a map of a greater GermanY 
hangs on the back wall of nearly every 
German mind. Perhaps at some distant 
day, already planned for, its outlines maY 
be drawn in reality. That day is not at 
present foreseeable. Hitler is undoubted· 
ly torn not only by two conflicting forces 
in the government and in the country but 
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by two conflicting ambitions in himself. 
He still holds to the ideas of the pan· 
German empire he developed in "Mein 
Kamp," though he would express them 
mote soberly today. 
With the full powers of censorship 
effectively exercised throughout the Reich, 
the broadcasting of these ideas is never 
censored, nor is there any indication that 
"Mein Kampf" is not officially regarded 
as the infallible testament of the new Ger· 
man faith. It is constantly reprinted by 
the millions and up to date has never 
been revised for home consumption, 
though a rumor circulates now that the 
author is about to issue a new, expurgat· 
ed edition. 
It will be very interesting to learn 
Hitler's second thoughts, what concep· 
tions he has abandoned on the path of 
power. Even more interesting · is the im-
pression gleaned from his intimates that 
he is now attracted by the thought of 
playing a great r6le in the world, of being 
an architect of an international order for 
which he is now preparing the ground, 
he has declared, by sweeping it clear of 
"a jungle-growth of illusions.'' 
* * * For Germany, in her present circum-
stances, war is practically impossible. She 
has neither money at home nor credit 
abroad, and unless by some magic ex· 
change system, hitherto beyond the finan-
cial wizardry of Dr, Schacht, cannot im-
port the essential raw materials for the 
full equipment of a modern army. It is 
true that she bas developed a formidable 
air force, as any one can see who has 
witnessed the recent "raids" over Berlin. 
A large proportion of the present indus-
trial activity is accounted for by the 
manufacture of munitions. That even for 
trading purposes she can call into exist-
ence at this crisis a conscript army of 
something like 500,000 men, all to be 
housed, clothed and equipped, can be ex-
plained on economic grounds only as an 
extravagantly expensive mobilization of 
the unemployed. 
Seen on the ground, it is also true that 
the problem of Germany appears insolu-
ble without some means of expansion, 
territorial or commercial. Nearly a third 
of the people cannot be supported except 
by selling their products abroad. But 
where in Europe is there room for ex-
pansion? Where are markets? 
Next to equality, measured in terms of 
armaments, which she has taken and will 
not give up, Germany wants colonies. 
That claim was not on the agenda ohhe 
discussions held in Berlin, but it kept 
popping up in the wide range of the ex-
ploratory talks. In return for full equality 
and the return of her old colonies, the 
Reich is ready, on some terms still to be 
worked out, to join in a general system 
of disarmament. 
* * * On Germany's course, one way on the 
other, depends the course of Europe. If 
she elects to follow the way of her isola-
tionists and try it alone, nothing will 
prevent the consummation of the Franco-
Russian military alliance which the Ger-
mans hold is already in existence in fact. 
Nothing, in short, will prevent a Conti· 
THE OCEAN COLOSSUS-
THE "NORMAND IE" 
The "Normandie," the mightiest ship 
ever to sail the seas hitherto, and justly 
the pride of France, recently. captured the 
"blue riband of the Atlantic" by crossing 
in the record time of four days, . three 
hours, on her maiden voyage to New York. 
Everything about the ship is colossal-
length, 1028 feet; beam, 119 feet; and height 
from keel to top of fore funnel, 183 feet 
6 in. Her displacement is 68,500 tons, shaft 
horse-power, 160,000, and top speed, pos-
sibly 35 knots. She is driven by turbo-
electric machinery and constitutes a float· 
ing power-house. Her twenty-nine water-
tube boilers supply steam to operate 
turbine-driven alternators supplying cur-
rent to four great electric motors, which 
in turn drive four British-made propellers, 
each · as heavy as one of the great French 
flying-boats on the South America service. 
The crew numbers 1345, and there is ac-
commodation for about 2000 passengers. 
The ship is lit by 40,000 electric lamps, 
and has 770 telephone lines. All her public 
rooms, for every class, are huge and sump-
tuous. Glass, mosaic, and metal have been 
used as decorative material as far as pos-
sible in place of plaster, wood, and paint. 
Her cabins fit within fire-proof cells, as the 
inner lining of a safe is insulated from the 
outer walls. Fverywhere there are fire 
alarms and fire tell-tales, while the entire 
ship is divided into four separate parts. 
The fire-fighting control room is one of 
her most wonderful features. She is very 
elaborately sub-divided in case of being 
holed in collision, and her bows overharyg 
so that, should she strike anything, the 
impact would be mainly felt above the 
water-line. Unlike the " Queen Mary," the 
"Normandie" has 22 of her 56 lifeboats 
stowed inside the larger boats. She has 
only two motor-boats (all the "Queen 
Mary's" boats will be motor-driven), the 
remainder being fitted with the Echard 
propelling gear, in which the hand move-
ment of levers drives a screw propeller. 
Only two of the "Normandie's" mighty 
funnels are active, the third being chiefly 
used for ventilating purposes. Her great 
sun-de_cks, clear of all ventilating cowls, 
provide enormous space for tennis and 
other games. Her dining saloon is excep-
tionally large, and she has a sumptuous 
grill room, the first built into a French 
ship. Forward there is a winter garden. 
The ship contains also a swimming-pool, 
a chapel, and a theatre. The Compagnie 
Generale Transatlantique, her owners, de-
cided on her construction in 1930. The 
keel was laid in January 1931, and she 
was launched on October 29, 1932. She 
was built at St. Nazaire. 
* * * 
nental system of military alliances much 
more dangerous and unmanageable than 
the alignments that Jed to tl1e last war. 
The policy of the Reichsfuehrer thus be-
come the decisive policy of European 
civilization. And that depends, as I have 
tried to indicate in these brief notes from 
the Front, ori factors inside Germany, 
which are still in such flux that the at-
tempt to interpret them at this stage is like 
reading an inscription· "writ in water." 
-New York Times Magazine. 
3 
The new giant French liner "Norman-
die" arrived at New York on June 3 
after her maiden voyage by which she 
won the "blue riband of the Atlantic." 
She had broken all Atlantic records-
(!) for the fastest crossing-2971 miles 
from the Bishop's Rock, Scilly Isles, 
to the Ambrose Light in 4 days, 3 hours; 
ayerage speed 29.98 knots; (2) for the 
highest speed-an average of 31.55 knots 
from noon on June 2 to 11.2 a.m. on June 
3; and (3) for the longest day's run~754 
miles in 23 hours 2 minutes. Her time 
from Cowes Roads to the Ambrose Light 
-~192 miles-was 4 days, 11 hours, 42 
mmutes, representing an average speed 
of 29.64 knots. The " Normandie" achiev-
ed these feats despite the fact that she 
"nursed" her engines, slowed down for 
11 hours on June 1 owing to a broken 
condenser tube, and used the longest sum-
mer route to avoid icebergs. The three 
previous Atlantic records were made by 
the Italian liner "Rex" (Gibraltar to New 
York, 3181 miles; speed 28.92 knots), the 
German "Bremen" (Cherbourg to New 
York, 3199 miles; 28.51 !mots), and the 
British "Mauretania" (Ambrose Light to 
Plymouth, 2973 miles; 27.22 knots). 
-The Illustrated London News. 
New Quests on Cathay's 
Ancient Trails 
By NATHANIEL PEFFER 
(Continued from the June Number) 
What is this China trade for which we 
all strive? Not so much what it is makes 
it worth while as what it is compared to 
what it used to be, and wh~t it gives every 
promise of being. China's total. foreign 
trade, imports and exports, in the last 
year before the depression came to three 
and a half billion dollars. In spite of the 
depression it amounted to a billion and a 
half in 1934 (without counting Manchuria, 
officially no longer a part of China), which 
means that it has diminished proportion-
ately less than the foreign trade of other 
countri~s. 
In 1929 the whole world was selling 
China one billion dollars' worth of goods, 
almost three times as much as it had sold 
twenty years before. In spite of the de-
pression, it sold China about half a bil-
lion dollars' worth of goods last year, 
which is practically as much as it sold 
China in 1920. China is just beginning 
its economic development. And in this 
sense the China trade is almost unique. 
The China trade is of peculiar impor, 
tance to America, because American trade 
with China also has been growing at an 
increasing rate. In 1912 China bought 
less than 8. per cent of its foreign goods 
from the United States and in 1934 some-
thing like a quarter. While only a small 
share of America's exports go to China, 
they are increasing markedly- from 1 per 
cent before the World War to more than 
3 per cent in 1934. Significantly, America 
has risen from fourth place in exports to 
China before the World War to first place 
in 1934. 
Allowance must be made now, how-
ever, for the fact that the Chinese silent 
boycott of Japanese goods may be con-
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NEW LIGHT SHINES ON THE STORY 
~ OF THE BIBLE~ 
By F. W. Wilson 
A Far-flung line of scientists is engaged 
in what is probably archaeology's most ab-
sorbing task. 
YViLh pick and shovel this . army is 
endeavoring to wrest from the earth 
evidence that confirms Holy YVrit. The 
archaeologists are seeking to prove that the 
Bible is not only a book of divine inspira-
tion but is also a contemporary record of 
history. To prove the second adds confirma-
tion to the first. From Asia Minor to Egypt, 
from the Mediterranean to the Persian Gulf, 
the quest is pursued. Slowly the moment-
ous background has been built up; every 
year there are new additions to the struc-
ture. 
Some hillock rises lonely and unexplain-
ed. Man digs and discovers a buried city. 
Every handful of soil passes through a sieve. 
Scores of thousands of objects bits of pot-
tery, scraps of metal, ornaments and the 
rest-are patiently examined and schedul-
ed. Literally millions of details have been 
assembled and as evidence-circumstantial 
but cumulative-fitted into one far-spread-
ing mosaic. 
The expeditions are financed by academic 
it_~stitutions-mainly American, British and 
h·ench - and by individuals: John D. Hocke· 
feller, the late Lord Melchett, Sir Charles 
Marston, Sir Harry VVellcome and others. 
The operations are conducted by scholars 
of authority-for instance, Sir Flinders 
sidered abnormal. Before the Manchuria 
affair Japan occupied first place. In round 
figures the United States sold $100,000,000 
worth of goods to China in 1934, but in 
the years before the depression, which may 
be considered normal, it was selling twice 
as much. 
* * * 
The three leading countries in China's 
foreign trade are Great Britain, Japan and 
the United States. Of these Great Britain, 
who once held undisputed mastery, has 
been steadily losing ground while the 
other two have gained. In the middle of 
the nineteenth century Great Britain ac-
counted for more than half of China's 
foreign trade. Today she has only about 
10 per cent. This is more true statistical-
ly than factually, however, since the for-
eign trade of Hongkong, which is a British 
possession, is not counted in China's trade, 
and many of England's exports to Hong-
kong are really destined to China and are 
only transshipped at Hongkong. 
England has not lost the trade war in 
China yet by any means. It is to Japan 
that she has lost most. Great Britain's 
trade with China was built mainly on the 
export of cotton goods and other textiles, 
and it is just this market that Japan has 
invaded most successfully in recent years, 
not only in China but everywhere else in 
Asia. The textile trade of the East is fast 
becoming a Japanese monopoly. 
From the United States China buys 
mainly cotton, tobacco, kerosene, flour, 
wheat and-what is significant--a grow· 
Petrie, J. H. Breasted, John Garstang, J. 
L. Starkey, W. F. Albright, S. Langdon 
and manv another excavator who has had 
to endur~ dust, heat and other discomforts. 
The latest news from the archaeological 
front has created a sensation. In Southern 
Palestine there is a site known as Tell Du-
weir. The spade has there uncovered what 
is said to be the ancient fortress of Lachish 
-frequently mentioned in the Old Testa· 
ment and destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar. In 
a gate house potsherds have been found 
twenty-five centuries old, on which appears 
original Hebrew writing- that is, copies of 
letters from the Governor of Lachish to the 
King of Jerusalem, whose name, as deci-
phered, suggests Josiah or his successor, 
Jehoahaz. 
* * * 
This discovery bears on a definite issue. 
As literature, the Old Testament is unas-
sailable. It has been translated into every 
language on earth. But is it to be accepted 
as history? 
In the Scripture itself, the claim is made 
that the narratives included therein are 
factual. They are said to be derived direct-
ly from written archives which were con-
temporary with the events recorded -- for 
instance, the book of Jasher which told of 
Joshua, books left by the prophet Samuel 
and Solomon, and chronicles of the Kings. 
Critics have replied that all of these 
archives have disappeared; that there has 
ing proportion of machinery. Machinery 
and manufactured goods account for a 
third of China's purchases from America. 
With cotton and wheat the basis of stabili-
ty in American agriculture, and with out-
let for manufactured goods imperative, 
the importance of our trade with China 
is obvious. 
An outlet for manufactured products is 
imperative also for Great Britain, Japan, 
Germany and other countries. A peculiar 
intensity is given to the trade situation 
by Japan's recent manifestations of intent 
to put a fence around China. The Japa-
nese trade offensive everywhere has stimu-
lated all countries to measures to hold 
their own. 
Thus the succession of national trade 
missions to China is· not a sudden manifes-
tation of a wanderlust or outburst of in-
terracial friendliness. There will be ban-
quetings and speech-making by Chinese 
and Americans these next few weeks, but 
occasion will also be taken between courses 
to learn what goods the Chinese are inter-
ested in and to drop hints about what 
goods America would like to start ship-
ping to China. 
On the Chinese side there will be hints 
of the orders the Chinese might place if 
credits were extended, or, better yet, if 
loans were made to help the Chinese begin 
new enterprises. And there will be much 
talk, indirect but unmistakable, about 
America's recent silver policy, which has 
dealt a staggering blow to China's busi-
ness. 
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been found no shred of connected Hebrew 
written in Old Testament times. Hence 
they have argued that much of the narra-
tives is based on oral tradition only. 
These potsherds at Lachish are thus unique 
in their significance. Not only are they the 
first Hebrew script that is actually contem-
poraneous with the Old Testament, thev 
include names that appear in the Old Test;. 
ment, including Jeremiah the prophet and 
several of his Scriptural contemporaries--
also, the Hebrew original of the name Je-
hovah. 
It is thus plain that Hebrew was in gen-
eral use during the period of the Kings. 
The papyrus or parchment on which it was 
written may have perished. But the inscrip-
tions on these potsherds have endured and 
they tell the tale. What had been regarded 
as largely a tradi tiona! era appears now to 
have been unmistakably literate, and to that 
extent the historicity ·of the Bible is con-
firmed. 
Let us look at the panorama as a whole 
and then consider four special fields-the 
Exodus, Jericho, Jerusalem and Samaria. 
* * * 
The broad result achieved in this field of 
archaeology is simple. Our modern world 
has demonstrated that a world regarded as 
primeval was no myth. Thousands of years 
that had receded into legend have been 
rec;tored to the page of history, and the 
entire perspective of the past has lie en trans-
formed. The chronology of a vast and see-
thing civilization that was ancient \Vhcn 
Abraham was young has been linked with 
the dynac;lic datebook of the Egyptian 
Pharaohs. 
As in a n1agie n1irror, we gaze upon a 
landscape- stretching from the 1\:ile to the 
Euphrates-which we scen1 to reeognize as 
the actual background of the Bible. The 
Flood. subtnerging I\1esopotatnian cities in 
n1ud, is found to lJe as authentic as the 
Chicago fire. Pyramidal temples, built 
heavenward, appear as did the Tower of 
Babel. We visit lombs and houses and 
granaries, cisterns and ~vinepresses, that 
{vcre familiar to Noah and his descendants. 
\Ve wear bracelets that might have lieen 
worn by Hcbekah at the well. 
Twenty-live centuries before David play· 
cd his ten-stringed harp, Queen Shub-Ad in 
lJr of the Chaldees was buried with her 
eleven-stringed harp at her side. Think, 
too, of the commerce conducted by the 
Phoenicians of Tyre and Sidon. Can it be 
really true, as responsibly asserted, that 
the Egypl of Joseph exported blue beads 
which were worn by worshipers at Stone· 
hcnge in England and that gold ornaments 
found at Gaza came from Ireland? 
* * * 
I-EXODUS 
The Exodus is the climax of an unfor· 
getable drama that covered three centuries. 
The background of its great scenes has 
been completely reconstructed. YVe can 
envisage the reason why the Hebrews went 
to Egypt, how they lived there and why 
they escaped. . 
First we have Egypt itself revealed as Ill 
Scripture. There are magicians and store 
cities and bricks of clav and straw and 
whips for flogging laborer:s. There are the 
elaborate funerals that are recorded of 
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Jacob and Joseph. In prison, the Head 
Baker of Pharaoh told Joseph that he had 
dreamed of three baskets on his head, full 
of bakemeats. The British Museum ex-
hibits three such baskets with food that has 
not been tasted for thousands of years. 
Next, there is the world of which Egypt 
formed a part and especially its communica-
tions. Everywhere in Palestine there are 
proofs of Egyptian influence. Twice in 
Scripture do we find a curious reference to 
a "hornet" preceding the Israelites in the 
Land of Promise. Archaeology has explain· 
ed that hornet. It was one of Egypt's na· 
tiona! symbols. 
Isaiah-also it is described in the Ency-
clopaedia Britannica -and it means that 
there were shallow waters, affected by 
wind, with marsh lands where the chariot 
wheels of the pursuing Egyptians would 
drag heavily. 
Botanists are assured that they have 
identified the manna that fed the Israel· 
ites in the wilderness as an exudation of 
sweetness from the tamarisk tree, and if 
they are right, manna has been subjected 
to the usual chemical tests. Also, we are 
able to answer the question why the Is· 
raelites made their way to a region so 
forbidding as Mount Sinai. That region is 
Confirming the Location of Jericho-The Walls of the Ancient City. 
During this period, as it happened, the 
Pharaohs were foreigners. They are known 
as the Hyksos or Shepherd Kings and are 
believed to have been Arabian-possibly 
Semitic. No wonder that the Hebrews 
migrated into Egypt! No wonder that 
Joseph rose to power! The dynasty was 
sympathetic. 
"A new King," as the Bible calls him, 
arose who "knew not Joseph" and mal· 
treated the Hebrews. We have found out 
all about that. He was a native Pharaoh 
who drove out the Shepherd Rulers. His· 
tory also tells us of the illustrious Princess 
Hatsheput. May she not have been the 
"Pharaoh's daughter" who discovered the 
infant Moses among the bullrushes along 
the Nile? 
The crossing of the Red Sea is easier 
to understand than it used to be. What is 
here meant by the Red Sea? It is the 
estuary into which the Suez Canal affords 
an entrance and this estuary has been gradu· 
ally withdrawing its waters,. leaving a chain 
of shallow lakes and marshes. The geologi· 
cal change is described by the Prophet 
now known to have been a mining centre 
-a place where employment was to be 
had. It contained turquoise, copper, iron 
and other resources of immense value to 
the Egyptians. 
There are certain coincidences that can 
hardly be overlooked. Near to Mount Si-
nai we find the hill temple of Serabit, 
which is believed to date back to the period 
of Moses. This temple contains a sphinx 
with what is said to be the earliest known 
alphabetical writing. Also it has altars of 
incense and there are remains of animal 
sacrifices. The worship of the Israelites 
in the Tabernacle of the Wilderness includ-
ed a written law, incense and such animal 
sacrifices. 
In Genesis we are told how Jacob slept 
with his head on a stone for a pillow and 
how, in the morning, he dedicated the stone 
as a sacred memoriaL Such ceremonial 
stones have been found at Serabit. 
* * * 11-JOSllUA 
For thousands of years, the campaigns 
of Joshua have been among the great mili· 
5 
tary romances of history. Those campaigns 
are now as clear as-let us say-Caesar's 
Gallic wars. It is no myth that Joshua 
crossed the River Jordan dryshod. At 
Adamah, where he crossed, there is a 
crumbling cliff that slides at intervals into 
the stream and dams it up. It happened 
only a few years ago and, again, people 
crossed the bed of the river drys hod. 
The cities "walled up to heaven," which 
Jo.;hua besieged, can be located by their 
massive foundations. In the case of Jericho, 
these great walls-we are told-fell flat on 
the ground arid Joshua was able to march 
straight into the city. The excavator has 
found those walls and has no doubt that 
they did so falL The only question is why 
there was such a collapse. One explana· 
tion has been a miracle. A second is earth-
quake and earthquakes are frequent in the 
Jordan Valley. A third theory is that the 
walls were secretly mined. Whatever be 
the explanation, the fact that the walls 
thus fell is demonstrated. 
On Jericho there was laid a strange and 
ominous curse. He who rebuilt the place 
-we are told -would lay the foundations 
in his first-born and "in his youngest son 
set up the gates thereof." At a later date 
Hiel the Bethelite did rebuild and did pay 
the price in his children. And what are 
we to make of such a story? 
The excavator in Palestine has been im-
pressed by the frequency with which he 
comes across jars containing the bones of 
infants. Many of these children, he thinks, 
may have died a natural death. But, in 
some cases, he is not quite sure. 
In Jericho itself two such jars contain· 
ing newborn babies were found built into 
a house. Sometimes a jar with a child is 
discovered in the masonry of a gate or 
other edifice. A large number of jars have 
accumulated near certain heathen temples. 
In some of the instances, at any rate, we 
appear to be confronted by human sacrifice 
-the terrible ceremonial which, in the case 
of Abraham and Isaac, was providentially 
interrupted on Mount Moriah. Occasional-
ly the pitiful remains suggest a touch of 
burning and we are reminded of the vehe-
ment anger of the Hebrew prophets against 
those who passed their children through 
the fire to Moloch. 
* * * Ill-JERUSALEM 
Of all cities, the most famous is Je-
rusalem. The area is largely built over 
and excavation is restricted. But from the 
day when cave dwellers first occupied that 
notable eminence to our own day the tale 
of a dozen successive cities can be con-
tinuously told. Nor is there a serious sug-
gestion that, at any point, this story, cover-
ing more than forty centuries and a score 
of sieges, conflicts with Scripture. 
At a comparatively late date the prophet 
Ezekiel, dropping into poetry, said of Jeru-
salem : "Your mother was a Hittite and 
your father an Amorite," which may seem 
strange language to us. But the archae· 
ologist, because of his discoveries, does not 
quarrel with it. To him it is as if we were 
to say that the Dutch and English had their 
share in founding New York, and he be-
lieves that Ezekiel was aceurately informed. 
There was a very early King of Jerusalem 
called Melchizedek, and for thousands of 
years his name has had a mystical signifi· 
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HANS ANDERSEN I fore his death even Denmark， the country 1 翠地ペレスチナル恥むl二週玄吸ヶ年の 問
I which was the last to do him honour. I 
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mean-Iooking pamphlet， badly printed on 1 • T"~ ___ _' ~ _ ~ . U ~~~___ .__'_L 1 
poor papぽ:'~nd"b;';;~'dï)et;"~~nl;;i~~~;bí~ 1 A Founder of Modern Danish 1 L t二of.1jl秘のパ イプかか歴典的現究に結ぴつ
thin， blue paper covers. Its author and 1 Failure to win re∞gnition at pome 1かしめる意味に於て緩めて興味深し、。
publish~r we，!e. !aint~~earted a.bout !heir 1 sean;d lIans Anderse，n'，sωu1. .For qu~~' 1 出版部[:(論者裕子の夏休暇1l-jijに重要な
enterprise. Sold at the equivalent of six-I ing foreign praises of his eventyr in self-1 ~;~-;;:'it~~ad~'~o'~I;i;~ t;b'~ ~~~~~"t it;;;-I d 出 nce against Dar川む如n凶1
ture己，and the critics practicaly ignored it. 1 was r凶 culedfor not bei昭 a “real"1教授の“AHandbook of English and Amer-
Thus modestly， with a dおparagrng 伽u~ I Dan~. 1'0， the end. h，e t.~叫ht that 凶 Iican Litぽ山lre"ー Jtゆる意味lこ於て完全
of the shoulders， did 悦 first series 0ぱfl円nov向 a制ndp阿a訂制r此山t
Hans Anders巴n'、sfa創Iryt凶al巴sappea紅r. 1 tore，" were much greater as works of art 1 
T口ho∞u昭附ゆgl叫ht山he児巴c∞ωolec氏削帥 t凶ioncon悶s臼JS討tedoぽf'‘“1Lit比山t
C口lau凶sar吋 Big(仁り山]a加u悶叫sV，Jf"“勺ThePr口印nn肌cαes岱sa叩nd川Iwith Ec別 lmundGosse， he 同ferred ぉ ;~~~t: 1 ー加l こ して然ね る L のoEJ~徒及び一般知識人
the Pea，"“The '1・inclerBo呪，"ancl “Little 1 ing. Ancl because he occasionaly sang 1の何人も雌右に依くべからざるLのであら
Ida's Flowers，" a1 tales which have since 1 his own praises as a counterblast to Danish 1ぅ。次l二山本有三氏の名作三慌の英課、鰍謬
become as great favourites as his othe町 Ir凶 culeand Danish belitler即 lt]1e wa~ Iの*オグννγョウ氏の手に成る もので、原
some crii cs advised Ha~s A~der~el} . not 1 ?::ωecl of vani ty. “~~ ~ain ~s ~nderse，n" 1作者(:(現代の第一人者、誇[:(天衣無縫っ英妙
山首nU ょ;:eぷお，弘112241is立ぷtm;zrvzJTi民主制球た味i山。制行〈日本の姿川 感傷の
J0han Ludvlg HelJerg，as soon ashe had|he IS known ln DEm ark，was on巴 ~f1種で もあり、混欣知新反省の代でLわる虫、
reacl“The Princ右ssancl the Pea，" realiz.1 the founders of moclern Danish. He in.1本書[:(其後者のカテゴリイ lこ属する もので、
ed that Andersen hacl found his way to 1 troducecl Danish spoken language into 1衣食住其他全般l二五って米7ご誉ーに 何人L試
the p'!th which .leads to immortality. A 1 panish l?rose. And he was '!I.great artist 1み1L/J，.'.Yt:興味ある分析沿試みし もので、誠
second series of fa町 !:.?les.ap'pearecl in 1 ~:c~~~e.he.'Nas.~ m_~~t typical Dane， 00昭 hl物として珍らしく 、考察として特に興味が深
:ff;::;。ttau-n琵7dもtlzi41ti:1231立sz;522lUZ232::;rf?お |ぃ。プラげ・リF 氏の句aysancl Years in 
cause his凶 espointecl no r町 al When l the translucent birch woods ofDenma此 1J~pan ". [ :J: l、つはらさ・る意見、飾らざる意見、
Andersen publishecl his “Litle Mermaicl，" 1 Like al Danes， he felt drown to the 1而かも軽妙i西務、大衆的日本人の心理た把握
probably th巴 loveliestof al his eventyηhe 1 South， to the sunny lancls of the Mediter.1し得t:読物として好評噴々である。敢て夏の
actualy apologiz巴dfor i t. 1 ranean. “1 am realy a Southerner，" he 1論物l二推薦する所以である。
“In a smal fatherlancl，" he wrote about 1 wrote to a friend，“condemned to this 1 
this time，“the poet is always a poor man. 1 Northern monastery whose wa1s are fog， 1 nor any snow， it isalways summer there， 
Honour t出h巴r民efおorぽeb旧巴C∞ome鈴st仙h巴golcl自shhe I whose sc∞口ur泡官ei凶s出es銑to町rn叫1
mu凶sttry tω口C印at民芯d土:h. lt remains to be seen 1 chains are lack of funds." And yet so I soming rose gardens." This sounds like 
whether 1 sha1 catch it by te1ing fairy 1 charmi唱 washis mann巴rto those who 1 the real Andersen， the manωwhom the 
tales." 1 knew him and loved him， and so equable 1白owersbegged to be allowed ωtel their 
Itお pleasantto re∞rd that England 1 his temperament， that Fredrika Brer田 r，Ilife story， and who ∞uld tel children the 
was one of the ωuntries which first help. 1 the Swedish novelist， wrote to him and 1 tenderest fairy tales. 
ed Andersen ωcatch his goldfish. And be・jtold him that“your soul knows no winter， 1 -The Times Weekly Edition， May 16. 
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最も評判夏き暑中英語副議本!
近三ν 皐習院数授山田 巌 先生編 纂
定債各十八銭
NEW HOLIDAY COMPANIONS 
極主 .... 、 . 
; For J:ieglnners 
「 一年程度
ホ 本容は第一息年申第一早期だけ修め北畠母仁休
リ 暇中申英語白譲物語輿へる震に綜銭された屯申
デである英語申初!Ii在修め土品申ならば誰にで晶
ー 理解自由来る綾』ニ詳細な説明をB日".其知識が
」 あれば容易仁解答申出来得る様な練習問題申み
を謀¥.，1<.If!t知申事項ならばよい復習にならう
し、 又未知申事ならば第二専問ι皐ぷベ主iJl.o
'ft.備知識が得 ιれ撲と，~，はれる@
THE SUMMER-READING SERIES 
Tom Thumb 
Aesop's 
三年程度
-， 
Tom Thumbは有名なお伽噺で木筋申主人公 J. 
拡栂指申様な小さい人間であ り或は草蔭t二或時 ι
は粉鉢申中t:.応大りして色々な冒険をι枇り活 24
量副を演じ1<l) : 
する物語で畠ご
and 電
Whittington and His Cat空
二年程度 す
ABOP申高官1::就いては詳細甲車は解らないが、何平
で也酒屋紀元前六世紀頃tこ希績で虚~1t.人らしい@ ー
初は奴隷であっtが後にそ申非凡な天才を認めら=
れ自由を奥へられ諸国在混遊し、:E侯キ賢人申需に
感じ依申得意な寓話私以t彼等を数へ且つ喜ばせ
tといムととである@本篤には Asop申物認を五
っと有名な、 Whittingtonand his Cat申誌と
が書官せて事る@
電
時
「四年程度
今
シ“TheTinder-box"はDenmark人 Ander-
~ son に依って警か~1<お伽噺由傑作自一つであ
」 る@子供四時父t二死別れた彼は Copenhagenに
出で、夙夜努i苦勉属目して居る 号ちに其才を認められ、
高!j奇心供給を得t大易自謀総在卒へ大申である@詩作
品し、小説喝容"，1t.
けれE喝、彼が世界t:.其名を践し北田はお伽噺作家
The Merchant of Venice 
and 露
? ?
?…
? ????
?
?
??
??
??????
四年程度
「サミウヱh ヂヨシスシ」枕実家 Na出anielき
E弘前horne に依つ℃書か~1t.傍認である、ヂヨシ叩
スシは病魔貧困筈凡ゆ毛苦難主商びつ為勉皐し、三
器、小説、停記、詐論勧書主日5年に彼申有名な守
英溜最古田僻典を完成し、女恩白先輩ι目せられそデ
申御覧ι、倣岸とでIIJ(十年間中央申文壇仁君臨し大 図
偉人で事事. '-
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マ
四年程度 E 
m ユス甲南人」はシエクスぜア母喜劇中恥Z
1:出せる屯申‘一つで事毛@古書に往々散見する会
人肉質λ申動機をシエタスぜアは純粋なる友情J..
に基いた晶申ι¥;'1:記し主人公二人目友愛及び Lよー
物慾由権佑ι品事Eすベ主%ユダヤ人た1&扱ヲ決 也唖
寸ー
ホ
明本鰭は有名なアラビア コン、ナ4ト目中田物語で貧乏
デ人甲子であり怠け者申 Aladdinと云ム青年が廃
E法使申手先仁伎はれt魔法由指槍ιラムプを手に
λれt遂にそ申国申王女ι結婚しJ永遠由幸鼠を得
で事る@7乙と言ム誌である@
Rip Van Winkle 
電 五年稜皮
略 Washingtonlrving o Sketch Book ほE
ご 我固で氏〈強まれ托也申は絵りあるまいι思ふ@
3其詞藻器廃、着想雑降、聞苦しい慮がな〈、商品上
ア.品で諸心地申よい本である@中で屯一番人気申事
バる申は何ι云って11.liip Van Winkle物語1<
Z〆ι号ι里ふ@幾分我が諸島太郎仁似通・った議申事
」る無郁気なよい話である@本籍は主主認を中高齢五年
蔽位8程度1::書き直した6申である@
David 
E Swan 
「五年程度
ホ
リDavidSwanは直米利加申有名な小説家Natha.
デ nielHawthorne曲作品 Twic2-toldTales中
五 回一策で、有s椋雪量鼠りな主此世では婚に訪れん
」とする幸福也、一身申破滋を脅F災繍晶、其身に貸
際及んで来なければ永久に知る由也な〈過ぎ行〈
也由1<、ι云ム事在巧な筆で書主なし火晶申である@
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の あ綿る Fromthe Beginnings to t恥 PresentDαgきす関
り覧英 著ネミスドオフト ッラブ 川日;¥j，)('i判明 道者漢 の
英、と米 山銭 拾五回或債定 時 TZ をの な英
坐解文 一一 示i:l&る ー
ぷ4右詑墜ソ本設共ら頭はつ庭木り取り伝名 詑米特 しに英 単L
不 必 で、ン 害児所ぎ何年 てに 書訴っ と輿なし文徴作一米不
文 携あ 文時 lまし要るぞ代若あの 中τせふる研阜 、者 目丈
の り製代ア得の れ 日ぞ者る金賀大ば る詩究 L時を に皐 文
堅ヨ賀 、者よンる知はつ知 彩。岡典 芸R共が の資の代lリ1しliff監主
号室典研及 りグで識ー て ら明又 しでのは如月料諸 の にて究 男君
泊 で究共今 ロあそ 見作 や に作 た 2指研き頭金運特 し共のE
Sヨあ指作日 ・ら本 凶;者・詩せ 品所J針究者 何梨重J'[!t作行海 軍fιニ る針-tfIに サ う舎も舎のやをは?で者物まけ4訟法品く に二ご
主主。 での至ク 。にに知胃或知此 もあ にあで有角ドfj¥英 のべ掠夢悪
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間新最の堂星北
by Y. Morri 
Price 1.00 
Postage 8 sen 
This book tries to show the inevitabi1ity 
of the changes and the compromise between 
the 01d and the New in al phases of na・
tiona1 life in the Is1and Empire. The sub-
ject is dea1t with from an ang1e never before 
attempted by any writer and one which 
on1y a Japanese could take. 
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by Frank H. Lee 
Price 2.00珍f努
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1ωvelαngle. 
The Japan he writes about is not a guide・
book type. Seventeen years' residence has 
acquainted the author with the peculiar 
ways of life and the characteristic mode of 
thinking of Japanese， and he records them 
humorously in this book with the utmost 
candour. 
A shrewd observer， he自ndsmany oc-
casions for sarcasm upon the distortion and 
topsy-turvy state of things preva1ent in this 
country， yet the whole book reveals the 
author to be a happy resident among the 
Japanese， one who can appreciate the real 
things Japanese. 恒国紳京;反
目丁三町J錦堂星北
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